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boeing breaks ground on new advanced combat air facility May 28 2024
the project has received about 155 million in tax breaks from the st louis
county council boeing s investment is expected to bring significant
economic benefits including job creation and
boeing s 1 8b expansion advances as air force weighs next Apr 27
2024 the boeing co s 1 8 billion expansion project at its north st louis
county operations is moving forward with construction of an aircraft
assembly building but the future appeared somewhat
boeing moves forward with advanced combat aircraft site in Mar
26 2024 the 1 8 billion expansion project at boeing s north st louis county
complex is poised to become one of the largest defense projects in the
region s history the county council approved about
the boeing company official website Feb 25 2024 welcome to the
official corporate site for the world s largest aerospace company and
leading manufacturer of commercial jetliners and defense space and
security systems learn about our passion for innovation our products
careers and more
boeing moves forward with advanced combat aircraft site in Jan 24 2024
boeing has said the expansion is intended for new aerospace programs
suggesting that the project doesn t hinge on any one contract we have to
make some bets nordlund said
phantom works the boeing company Dec 23 2023 boeing begins
construction on new phantom works facility may 26 2023 the new
advanced coatings center will be a secure facility operated by phantom
works boeing defense space security s proprietary research development
and prototyping division
mq 28 the boeing company Nov 22 2023 the boeing mq 28 is the
company s first uncrewed system to be designed and developed in
australia designed to provide a transformational capability for global
defense customers it is the company s largest investment in a new
uncrewed aircraft program outside the united states
airplane arrives at boeing site for x 66a modification Oct 21 2023
as boeing nasa and community leaders gathered at the company s
facility today to recognize the milestone in development of the
experimental x 66a aircraft boeing released photos of the jet s journey
from victorville calif to palmdale
boeing temporarily shifts some engineers to help focus on Sep 20 2023
the x 66a project is an experimental plane being co developed by nasa
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and boeing that is focused on helping the u s achieve its goal of net zero
aviation greenhouse gas emissions
cautionary tale how boeing won a us air force program and Aug
19 2023 boeing s kc 46 experience shows companies can t expect the
pentagon to bail them out if things start to go sideways on a fixed price
contract grundman told defense news
in paris boeing leader teases eye catching new airplane Jul 18 2023
boeing is seriously considering a specific innovation for its next new
design airplane that it will develop to enter service in the mid to late
2030s
nasa boeing to provide commercial crew space station update Jun 17
2023 321 867 2468 danielle c sempsrott nasa gov stephanie n plucinsky
nasa gov leah cheshier sandra jones johnson space center houston 281
483 5111 leah d cheshier nasa gov sandra p jones nasa gov leadership
from nasa s international space station and commercial crew programs
as well as boeing will participate in a media
why a b797 revival should be boeing s new 50 billion plane May
16 2023 while boeing s top priority must be to regain the confidence of
airlines regulators and the flying public the manufacturer must find an
engineering slot for this aircraft soon
boeing pitches expansion plan operations to lambert airport Apr
15 2023 boeing plans 1 8 billion expansion project adding 500 jobs us
requiring more planes to have accessible restrooms but change will take
years
boeing rethinks how to train new hires at 737 max factory npr
Mar 14 2023 joel rose boeing is changing how it trains new recruits at the
factory near seattle where it assembles the 737 max part of a broader
effort to improve quality after a midair blowout 737 max
focus boeing wants to build its next airplane in the Feb 13 2023 seattle
paris dec 17 reuters in boeing co s ba n factory of the future immersive 3
d engineering designs will be twinned with robots that speak to each
other while mechanics around the
space launch system the boeing company Jan 12 2023 nasa s space
launch system is the only rocket capable of carrying crew and large cargo
to deep space in a single launch powered by the boeing built core stage
sls successfully launched as part of the artemis i mission on november 16
2022
nasa and boeing will build a new x plane the x 66a to fight Dec 11 2022
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nasa and boeing announced on tuesday that the air force had designated
a new transonic truss winged aircraft as the x 66a the design is a product
of the sustainable flight demonstrator
the boeing saga has reached a new level of absurdity cnn Nov 10
2022 a door sized section near the rear of the boeing 737 9 max plane
blew off 10 minutes after alaska airlines flight 1282 took off from portland
oregon on january 5 on its way to ontario california
boeing faces turbulence ahead of a decisive senate hearing Oct 09 2022
boeing may be a victim of becoming a national champion lina khan the
chair of the f t c has argued that today s problems go back to 1997 when
boeing was allowed to buy mcdonnell douglas and
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